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Sustainable  
holiday fun!

Enjoy some fun, sustainable activities 

these School Holidays!

Plus colour-in your cover with  

your favourite colours!



Where on Earth?
Grab your favourite pencil and see if you can find the words  

below in our Sustainable Word Finder.

Planet
Economy
Pollution

Farm 

Earth
Global

Recycle
Growth 

Society
Ecology
Nature

Environment



If you lined up the plastic bottles tossed away each year,  
they would circle our planet FOUR TIMES!  

It’s important to remember to recycle.

Did you know?



Toss it? Recycle it?
Can you sort 
this rubbish? 

Cut and glue each item  
to where you think  

it belongs!



Go on a Recycling Scavenger Hunt

Head out to a local park and see how much you can  
collect from the environment that can be recycled!  

Write down what you found!

Reuse,
Renew,
Recycle

Bottles? Coffee Cups?

Plastic bags?



Spot the differences
As the kids plant trees, gather garbage and plastic 

for recycling... a few things have changed!

1. Boys shirt changed from blue to red, 2. Recycling label missing, 3. Boys glasses changed from blue to brown,  
4. Tree is missing, 5. Bag of leaves missing, 6. Girls hair ties changed from pink to yellow.

Can you  
find all  

six?



It’s grow time!
Grow your own herb garden! Herbs are easy  
to grow from seeds, requiring a little patience...

WHAT YOU NEED
• Egg Carton

• Scissors

• Herb Seeds

• Multi-purpose Compost

• Clear Plastic Bag

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cut the lid off the top of the egg box

2.  Place the lid of the egg box underneath  
the egg box to act as a tray.

3.  Fill up each egg compartment  
with compost

4.  Plant the herb seeds in the  
egg compartments

5. Water well

6. Cover the egg box with a clear plastic bag.

7.  Face your herb garden to the  
sun on a windowsill.

What herbs 
can you  
grow?




